
Our Aunty Else was a woman of economy. No extravagances. No excess; and certainly no fuss. 

Just a plain curried-egg sandwich sort of lady. Which was typical of her generation - surrounded 
either side by two World Wars, it had to be. But from this life of simple economy and rural 

homeliness  she forged a world  of rich reward for those of us lucky enough to be touched by it.

Aunty Else was born in the deep river valleys of the Collie region in the south-west of Western 
Australia, as were all of the Jackson children. She arrived in the cold of a typical September: where 

frosts shatter manicured lawns, and children skate on the thin ice of driveways; where robins and 
blue wrens quarrel for the cream on the top of milk; and spider webs cling from post to post before 

reckless children have the chance to destroy these early morning delicacies.  She was born the 
first child of John Sutcliffe and Helen Maude Jackson. Her father, a man of some prominence, was 

known as The General, and if he was short on stature (he was 5’ 4”) he was long on public profile - 
the President of the Collie branch of the Australian Labour Federation, Chairman of the Collie Burn 

Miners Union, he would run for office at Commonwealth and State levels, was a local Justice of the 
Peace and, in time, the Mayor of the town of Collie. In 1917 having recently returned from the 

Great War, The General quickly found himself a quiet loving wife Helen and they swiftly established 
their marriage credibility when Elsie was born in less than a year into their marriage (but more than 

9 months) .

Four other children followed and they lived a happy and carefree time with a father who drank a 
soldier’s reward and a mother who stitched a country woman's penance. The family cow, Daisy, 

gave milk, and the children scooted off daily to school via the old swing bridge, even daring the 
shared-use railway bridge, on their way to the town’s only school which stands where the High 

school now flourishes (in a menacing sort of way, Mr True!).

In time, work presented itself to the young woman, and a fine seamstress emerged. Courtship with 
the dashing Lowes Dodd proceeded as did a total of of four fine offspring - Marise, John, Alvera, 

and Neil. There were countless summer holidays to Busselton, even a transpacific journey with 
Lowe to America; a bereavement and widowhood too early; and more travel to Australia's eastern 

seaboard to visit the girls (earning her the unlikely title of "rich Aunt Else" which wasn’t entirely true, 
because the world hadn't yet caught on to cheap fares or budget airlines - she went because she 

wanted to, and she could afford it - she seemed affluent beyond our dreams). And then there were 
grandchildren, who knew her and shall remember fondly. And the great grandchildren, too young to 

know her, but who should be taught, and who will never let the legacy fade.

But this is my "journeymans” account of our dear Aunt - flat, plain, the kind of text that she hoped 
would lead me to a PhD and, she told me, a graduation at UWA that she planned on attending. 
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When the Parkinson's made  it impossible to continue, I wrote with heavy heart to our aunt to say 

that I was sorry to disappoint her. She was too much a Jackson to ever let that sorry emotion 
prevail!

“Our Aunt”. A solid, earnest, old-fashioned term. Yet, for us it seemed too plain, too unimaginative 

to ever ring true . She was more than that - she was our ‘mothers sister’, and we were of blood, 
which made her an adored companion. She had, too, a way with words that tickled our Dawson 

ears.

Like the time I came upon her, in Heather and David’s renovated kitchen in South Perth, staring at 
the sill above the Gaggeneau oven, a simple ledge that housed a row of miniature figurines. 

Unblinking she stood; deeply concentrated.

I asked her: “What are you doing Aunty Else?
Still staring came the reply, “Just taking in the detail”

She could, at times be brutal, crafty, fiercely competitive.

For several years, she travelled with us to Busselton for Easter, and there, one year, we 
inaugurated the Annual Geographe Bay Easter Boules and Petanque Festival.

Everyone took their roles - and their competitors - very seriously. As the youthful Robert sized up 
his target, felt the weight of the boulle in his hand, studied the lie of the land with a sense of 

concentration that wouldn’t have been out-of-place beneath a Gaggeneau oven, he prepared to 
deliver the crushing blow, But before the swing could be swung, the arm disarmed, Aunty Else 

sidled up to him with a kind of quiet and sense of mission that wouldn't have gone astray on a 
Stealth bomber, she sledged him .. yes, that was what it was, a sledging ....: “Your mother wears 

army boots”, she hissed.

Which was funny as play, anyway, but, better yet, was true!

Or the time I brought her back to Perth from Uncle Ailsa’s funeral in Bunbury (even a long trip in a 
car seemed to pass so easily in her agreeable company), could she please be taken to the IGA 

near Hungerford avenue … “a bit of shopping”. A bottle of ginger wine later and we were all set.

On the way to the checkout we walked past a tower of Tic-Tacs. A  towering display of the seasons 
new flavours. Impressive.

Said the Aunt, “You know, you can get them in cinnamon now?”
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“Oh”, I replied, “are they any good?”

“No”

She was a woman of economy -  as few words as were necessary, to the point, direct.

Which brings me to the point - we shall miss you enormously, our rich dear Aunt Else, our 
companion since childhood And as you prepare for this final journey, this crossing to where so 

many - including your adored Lowie - have gone before, a poem came to me. My words, for you:

With tender kiss, goodbye; goodbye.
The sleeping heart, the still breath lie

While all about, you wander on.
We cannot know to where you've gone 

But still there stays the twinkling eye
The mirth, the laugh, the humour sly

Forever lodged in memory
Not far for us to go to see

The smile, it fades

The laugh, cut short.
The long day closes,

Sunlight caught.
And now the endless night begins

She journeys forth, she smiles, she grins.

We cannot know to where you’ve gone.
Move on, my dear. Move on, move on.
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